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Since 1977, I have conducted numerous studies of sex work, and prostitution law and its
enforcement in Canada. Between 1984 and 2002, the Department of Justice Canada contracted
me to conduct eight studies of prostitution and prostitution law enforcement in Vancouver, and
one on gaps in the prostitution research literature. In 1989, the Standing Committee on Justice
and Legal Affairs invited me to make a submission on the 1985 communicating law. In 2005, the
Subcommittee on Solicitation Laws invited me to make two submissions on prostitution law. I
was an expert witness for the applicants in Bedford v. Canada, and a witness in the Missing
Women Commission of Inquiry, called by the Commissioner to provide independent expert
opinion on prostitution in Vancouver, and the Vancouver Police Department’s investigation of
missing women between 1997 and 2002. I am currently writing a book on prostitution and the
law in Canada, which includes commentary on Bedford v Canada and ensuing law reform.
My submission focusses on six aspects of the debate about prostitution law reform and the
proposed Protection of Communities and Exploited Persons Act:
a) Choice, consent, and the underlying logic of asymmetrical criminalization;
i) Infantilizing sex sellers
ii) Sexual slavery, wage slavery, and choice
b) Was the previous legislative regime restricted to nuisance control?
c) Generalizing the experience of violence from a single sample;
d) Does asymmetrical criminalization violate Charter s. 15 (equality)?
e) Other Charter violations
f) Claims about the effects of legislation in other countries.
A core theme of the ensuing commentary is that supporters of demand-side prohibition,1
including MP Joy Smith’s document Tipping Point, have systematically distorted information
about prostitution. Research is their tripping point.

a) Choice, consent, and the underlying logic of asymmetrical criminalization
The dozens of studies of sex workers conducted in Canada since 1980 suggest that we can
distinguish three broad categories of sex work, the latter two of which represent a continuum
from very little to a relatively great deal of choice:2
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I do not use the term “Nordic model” to describe asymmetrical prohibition. Historically, “Nordic model” refers to
the economic and social policies of the Nordic countries, which combine a market economy, expansive welfare
state, free education, universal healthcare, high rates of trade union membership, and gender equality policies. While
Sweden was the first country to adopt demand-side prohibition of prostitution, adopting the “Nordic model” in
Canada would involve much more than law reform and twenty million dollars of funding.
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a) Sexual slavery involves one (or more) person(s) forcing another to prostitute;
b) Survival sex involves a person engaging in prostitution because he or she has few or no other
options; and
c) Opportunistic prostitution involves a person making an rational decision to engage in sex work
rather than some other kind of labour because of the greater financial reward it brings.
Prohibitionist rhetoric would appear to hold that the third category does not exist or is so
insignificant that it is irrelevant to the analysis of prostitution. The logic of asymmetrical
prohibition rests on two main arguments. The first involves infantilizing sex sellers. Because the
“average” prostitute began selling sex when she was a child, she never really consents to acts of
prostitution. The second is that, because colonialism and patriarchal social relations force
females to sell sex, the state should not hold them responsible for what they do. Because sex
buyers exploit women in these positions, we should criminalize the buyers, but not the sellers,
because the sellers are the buyer’s victims.3
i) Infantilizing Sex Sellers
A core demand-side prohibitionist argument is that the “average” female sex seller begins
prostituting when she is twelve to fourteen years old. Because it is a core argument, it is worth
examining in some detail.
Examples of the claim abound. For example, from 2006 to 2010, Vancouver Sun columnist
Daphne Bramham repeatedly asserted this “fact” as a cornerstone of her argument that Canada
should adopt demand-side prohibition.4 In 2008 Professor Richard Poulin, one of the Crown’s
expert witnesses5 in Bedford v. Canada, submitted an affidavit which claimed that that “the
average age of recruitment … in Canada is 14 years old” (Joint Application Record Vol. 40, Tab
102, paragraphs 24, 28). In 2012, Conservative MP Joy Smith, the leading parliamentary
advocate of demand-side prohibition, held that "The average age of entry into prostitution in
Canada is between twelve and fourteen years of age."6 On CBC radio on 5th June 2014, a day
after the tabling of Bill C36, MP Smith repeated this claim. It enables demand-side
prohibitionists to treat adult sex sellers as if they are children. Prohibitionist icon Melissa Farley,
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The Subcommittee on Solicitation Laws reported that these distinctions “were corroborated by many of the former
and current prostitutes who testified before our Subcommittee.” See The Challenge of Change: A Study of Canada’s
Criminal Prostitution Laws. Report of the Standing Committee on Justice and Human Rights, 2006, Chapter 2.
3
Prohibitionists build these denials of sex seller agency and culpability on a series of broader claims: prostitution is
inherently harmful not just to sex sellers but to women in general; prostitution is inherently dangerous; prostitution
is male violence against women; women cannot gain equality with men as long as prostitution exists.
4
See e.g. Bramham “Prostitution is a crime – against prostitutes” Vancouver Sun, December 16th 2006; Bramham
“Prostitution is a dangerous, soul-destroying job any way you cut it” Vancouver Sun, October 6, 2010.
5
For further commentary on the Crown’s expert witness testimony, see Lowman, J. (2013) “Crown Expert-Witness
Testimony in Bedford v. Canada: Evidence-based Argument or Victim-Paradigm Hyperbole?” pp. 230-250 in E.
van der Meulen, E. Durisin and V. Love (eds) Selling Sex: Canadian Academics, Advocates, and Sex Workers in
Dialogue. Vancouver: UBC Press.
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Joy Smith “Sex traders keep your hands off our children” The Province, July 29, 2012.
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another Crown expert witness in Bedford v Canada (and a central source for Joy Smith’s Tipping
Point7), explained the logic this way:
“The 14-year-old in prostitution eventually turns 18 but she has not suddenly made a new
‘vocational choice’…. Women who began prostituting as adolescents may have parts of
themselves that are dissociatively compartmentalized into a much younger child’s time and
place” (Farley et al. 2003, 36).

For Farley and her colleagues, the “average” adult female sex worker effectively is a child.
Prohibitionists write off anything positive she might say about sex work – including the notion
that it is work – as a technique to neutralize the “horror” of her experience. Until she embraces
victimhood, prohibitionists treat the adult sex worker as being the equivalent of a deluded child.
At first blush, this rhetoric is compelling: who does not want to protect children from sexual
exploitation? But what if the claim about average age of entry is inaccurate? When pressed to
substantiate it, how did these various commentators fare? Let us begin with Professor Richard
Poulin, the authority whose word the 2007 Standing Committee on the Status of Women – the
only federal inquiry to recommend that Canada adopt demand-side prohibition8 – took as
unquestioned fact. Poulin’s affidavit for Bedford v. Canada alleged that several sources
substantiated his claim about the average age of entry. However, under cross-examination,
Poulin’s argument fell apart. Only one of his sources – McIntyre’s (19999) study of sexually
exploited youth – gave fourteen as the average age of entry into prostitution. That is hardly
surprising given that her study focussed on youth. Because it excluded persons who began
selling sex when they were adults, McIntyre’s sample tells us nothing about the average age of
entry into prostitution in Canada. Other studies entered into the Bedford v. Canada evidentiary
record tell a different tale: in Benoit and Millar’s (2001see FN 20) sample, the average age of entry
was 19; in O’Doherty’s (2011see FN 20) sample, it was 22, and in Farley et al.’s (200510) sample, it
was eighteen.
Poulin’s errors did not deter journalist Daphne Bramham and MP Joy Smith from continuing to
state that the average age of entry in Canada is fourteen, as if it is an established fact. However,
because Ms. Bramham is a journalist, she is subject to the BC Press Council’s Code of Practice
admonition that “journalists shall strive to avoid expressing comment and conjecture as fact.”
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Consequently, I wrote to Ms. Bramham asking her to substantiate her claim, pointing out that
Justice Himel concluded that “Dr. Poulin’s citations for his claim that the average age of
recruitment into prostitution is 14 years old were misleading or incorrect” (para. 357). I asked
Ms. Bramham what evidence she had that Justice Himel did not.
In response, Ms. Bramham offered two U.S. sources, and one Canadian study, a sample of Prince
George sex workers. However, to the extent that it was possible calculate an average from the
age categories reported in the Prince George study, it was eighteen, not fourteen. As to
Bramham’s two U.S. sources, they really were only one. The first source – a U.S. Department of
Justice web site – did not report primary data, but relied almost entirely on Bramham’s second
source, Estes and Weiner’s Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children in the U.S., Canada,
and Mexico. Given that Estes and Weiner’s was the only research that Joy Smith cited when I
requested that she substantiate her claim about the average age of entry, let us turn to MP
Smith’s August 2012 response to me, which was as follows:
Thank you for taking the time to inquire about the sources I use when I quote the
statistic that the average age of entry into prostitution for females in North America is 12 –
14 years old. This is based both on academic research and my own experience working with
victims. Although there is solid academic research behind my statistics, I mostly speak from
personal experience by working with victims of human trafficking. Many times when I meet
with survivors and they share their story with me, all too often, many of them tell me they
were trafficked at this age. Working with these young girls and hearing their horrific
experiences motivates me to do the work that I do.
This statistic is also used by many advocates and government departments. It is
corroborated in an extensive study conducted by Professor of Social Work Richard J. Estes
and Senior Research Investigator Neil Alan Weiner at the University of Pennsylvania, titled
"The Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children in the U.S., Canada and Mexico." This
specific statistic is found on page 92. You can read this study here:
http://www.sp2.upenn.edu/restes/CSEC_Files/Complete_CSEC_020220.pdf.

MP Smith’s July 2012 newspaper article referred to Canada. However, when called upon to
substantiate it, she referred to research in “North America.” This geographical slippage opened
the door to introducing Estes and Weiner’s study of the commercial exploitation of children. But
does this study substantiate MP Smith’s claim? No, it does not.
Estes and Weiner’s research suffers from the same limitation that characterized McIntyre’s
study: it deliberately excluded adults (p. 27). Because theirs was a purposive sample of children,
it cannot substantiate claims about the average age of entrance, because it excludes anyone who
entered prostitution as an adult. Further, while “Canada” appears in their title, Estes and Weiner
did not conduct any research in Canada. Their findings (pp. 38-158) were restricted to the United
States.11 Why did MP Smith not cite any Canadian studies? While they are all non-probabilistic
samples, one could at least calculate the average age of entry across these studies, which include
thousands of research participants. It turns out that MP Smith’s evidence is entirely anecdotal. I
do not doubt her description of the victims of human trafficking she has encountered. During my
research, I met women like them. But I also met women who are not like them. Personal
11

Their decision to include “Canada” in the title thus remains a mystery.
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experience aside, Canadian research does not support MP Smith’s anecdotal evidence. It
suggests that most sex workers are not trafficking victims.
Since being challenged to substantiate her claim that fourteen is the average age of entry into
prostitution in Canada, journalist Daphne Bramham has not repeated it. However, despite having
produced no reliable evidence, MP Smith continues to repeat it as if it is established fact. None
of this is to argue that children should be involved in prostitution – or that they should consume
alcohol, drive cars, or marry. However, MP Smith generalizing her particular experience of “the
victims of human trafficking” to prostitution as a whole is akin to attending a series of
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings and then arguing that the misery recounted at them is the
experience of everyone who consumes alcohol. Prohibiting the purchase of sex from a
consenting adult in order to stop children and youth from prostituting is like arguing that we
should criminalize adult alcohol consumption to prevent children from drinking alcohol.
ii) Sexual slavery, wage slavery, and choice
The abolitionist analysis of prostitution – all prostitution – as “sexual slavery” is similar to 19th
Century analyses of wage labour as “wage slavery,” except that it substitutes patriarchal social
relations for class relations. The abolitionist discourse on prostitution also borrows some of its
rhetoric from 19th Century critiques of capitalism that viewed working for wages as little
different from chattel slavery. The wage labourer makes what appears to be a voluntary contract.
In a legal sense, like the sex worker, the wage labourer is “free” to sell labour. However, wage
labourers do not make that choice under self-selected circumstances. They make it in the context
of capitalist socio-economic relationships. In 21st Century capitalism, the working poor remain
compelled to work for a wage to survive. As long as there is structural unemployment, some
workers have no choice but to sell their labour for subsistence wages. Just as there are “survival
sex workers,” there are “survival wage labourers” too. Their social and economic circumstances
force both to sell their labour. Trafficking of domestic and agricultural workers occurs too. Does
this mean we should prohibit the purchase of survival wage labour?
Like many wage labourers, many women who sell sex do not do so out of desperation. Studies
such as Benoit and Millar’s Dispelling Myths and Understanding Realities (2001)12 and Jeffrey
and McDonald’s Sex Workers in the Maritimes Talk Back13 (2006) suggest that, for many sex
workers, the decision to prostitute is a rational economic choice, albeit one that is shaped by
race, class and gender. Many choose sex work over minimum wage service sector jobs, and
reject the victim status that prohibitionists impose on them. Those who work independently often
see themselves not as victims, but as entrepreneurs taking advantage of their sexual capital.

b) Was the previous legislative regime restricted to nuisance control?
MP Smith’s Tipping Point argues that the courts will have to evaluate the constitutional integrity
of the proposed legislation in a new light, because it has a different set of objectives than the
12
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previous legislation. Regarding the old regime she says, “The historical approach to prostitution
in Canada never carried the goal of eliminating prostitution but rather only to hide it from public
view.” Her description is misleading. It ignores the procuring offences,14 and it portrays the other
laws as being exclusively about nuisance.
In Bedford v Canada, Justice Himel concluded that the bawdy-house laws’ purpose was
“combatting neighbourhood disruption or disorder and safeguarding public health and safety”
(para. 243, emphasis added). While she concluded that the communicating law “is aimed at
taking … prostitution off the streets and out of public view,” it also targeted “social nuisance”
(para. 274, emphasis in original). Social nuisance included protection of children – i.e. the same
goal as s.213 (1.1) of the proposed legislation. Given that the sale of sex would still be legal
under the proposed legislation, courts are likely to view s.213 (1.1) as suffering the same
constitutional inadequacy as the communicating law, which the Supreme Court of Canada struck
down. Zoning bylaws would be more effective for controlling nuisance, and would be more
likely to pass constitutional muster.
As further evidence of the alleged purpose of the former prostitution laws, Tipping Point argues:
s. 213 is, by far, the most commonly used law out of all the offences involving prostitution.
For example, in 1995 … 92% of all prostitution offences reported by police were for the
communication offence, followed by procuring (5%) and bawdy house (3%).15 Certainly, if
Parliament’s goal had always been to eliminate prostitution or strongly suppress prostitution
due to the harm it causes, there would not be such disparity between the communication
offence and the other offences that better address the exploitive nature of prostitution.

The disparity in these charge rates is not a reflection of parliament’s intention, but the outcome
of police discretion. One measure of parliament’s intention was the classification of the various
prostitution offences. The nuisance laws were summary offences, whereas the procuring sections
are all indictable offences, as was the offence of “keeping a common bawdy house.” True, under
the old regime, prostitution technically was legal, but it was virtually impossible to prostitute
without breaking the law; it was prohibition in all but name. However, because its overall goal
was not clear, in practice it became contradictory and sometimes self-defeating. For example, in
Vancouver and Toronto in the 1970s, police enforcement of laws against off-street prostitution
forced it onto the street and into residential areas.16 VPD designed subsequent law enforcement
to contain street prostitution in several industrial and commercial districts. Police found the
procuring laws difficult to enforce, requiring intensive and costly investigations because
evidence was hard to obtain. The system resulted in a two-tier prostitution trade; the off-street
trade operated with relative impunity while police enforced the communicating law extensively.
Would asymmetrical prohibition result in different enforcement patterns? Probably not.
14

Justice Himel concluded that, “The legislative aim of the living on the avails of prostitution provision is to prevent
the exploitation of prostitutes and profiting from prostitution by pimps.” (para. 272) The same is true of the
remaining sections of the procuring law that were not subject to in Bedford v. Canada.
15
http://publications.gc.ca/Collection-R/Statcan/85-002-XIE/0029785-002-XIE.pdf
16
See Brock, D.R. (1998). Making work, making trouble: The social regulation of sexual labour. Toronto, ON:
University of Toronto Press; and Lowman, J. (1986). Street prostitution in Vancouver: Notes on the genesis of a
social problem. Canadian Journal of Criminology, 28(1), 1-16.
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One of the initial experiences of asymmetrical prohibition in Sweden was that most of the
enforcement of the law prohibiting purchase of sex targeted the street trade.17 How would police
in Canada prosecute off-street clients? Set up bogus sex worker advertisements in order to entrap
clients. Or would the enforcement look like it did in Vancouver in the mid-1990s, when VPD
had a policy of enforcing the communicating law against clients, but not against sex workers in
the Downtown Eastside as long as they restricted their activity to an industrial area and did not
work near schools or in residential areas. Willie Pickton picked up most of his victims in this
industrial area, which brings us to Tipping Point’s claims about violence in the sex trade.

c) Generalizing the experience of violence from a single sample
In a section on the harms of prostitution, MP Smith presents data on exploitation and violence in
the sex trade. However, like most prohibitionists, she selects data on the most marginalized sex
workers to illustrate the harms of prostitution, and implies that they exemplify levels of violence
across the sex trade. While MP Smith acknowledged that Farley et al. (2005) drew their sample
from Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside (DTES) the table in Tipping Point has the heading, “Out
of 100 Canadian women in prostitution.” Statistically speaking, such generalization is cavalier.
Bedford v. Canada established that levels of violence vary according to “location or venue of
work and individual working conditions” (Justice Himel, para. 300). The following description
of the DTES, the most poverty-stricken urban postal code in Canada, is from my submission to
the Missing Women Commission of Inquiry:
The City of Vancouver notes that, “As a traditionally low-income neighbourhood, the
Downtown Eastside has experienced an influx of problems such as drug addiction and
dealing, HIV infection, prostitution, crime, lack of adequate housing, high unemployment,
and the loss of many legitimate businesses.”18 The unemployment rate is 22%, as compared
to 8% in the city as a whole (City of Vancouver 2006, p. 12). Many DTES residents live in
poverty, are homeless, and drug and/or alcohol addicted.
… the DTES was [reputed to be] “the largest and most heavily concentrated open illicit drug
use scene in North America” (Shannon et al. 2008; Strathdee et al. 1997, Wood et al. 2002).
In 1997, the drug and HIV epidemics were so severe that health policy makers declared them
to be a public health emergency (Pivot 2004, p. 4). VPD reported that, in 1992, the DTES
population included over 500 mentally ill persons, 480 sex workers, over 350 Latino
refugees, and many alcoholic and dysfunctional residents living in poverty. The large
majority of street level sex workers in the community were young female Aboriginals.19
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See the Norwegian review of the Swedish law at http://odin.dep.no/jd/english/012101-990578/dok-bn.html
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The characteristics and experiences of this population of street-connected women, working in an
area that other street-level sex workers disparagingly refer to as “low track,” ought not to be
generalized to other segments of the commercial sex industry. For example, the percentage of
Aboriginal women is much higher in the DTES than other Vancouver strolls, and much higher
than any strolls in Montreal or Toronto. There is no doubt that the women in the DTES
experience horrific levels of violence; everyone agrees that they need alternatives to prostitution
to make a living. However, other sex workers do not experience the same risk.
For example, compare the rates of violence in the DTES to O’Doherty’s (201120) sample of 39
women working in the mid to high end of the prostitution trade. Five women in O’Doherty’s
sample began working on the street. If we look at the experience of the remaining 34 women, in
the roughly 270 years that they had practiced prostitution in massage parlours, escort services
and independently, there was one assault by a client and five incidents where clients had made
threats of some kind. One study in the DTES found that 48% of respondents had been “beaten by
a customer” in the six-month period prior to participating in that study.21
Consider the characteristics of the women in O’Doherty’s sample. Only two were under 18 when
they began sex working, 57% began between the ages of 19 and 24, and 17% when they were 30
or older. More than half her respondents earned at least $60,000 annually. There were no
Aboriginal women in the sample. These findings suggest that the race, gender and class structure
of wider society also characterizes prostitution.
Demand-side prohibitionists argue that, because there is a risk of violence no matter where
prostitution occurs, we should abolish it. Imagine this argument carried over into other realms of
human activity. Should we prohibit logging, fishing and mining because they are high-risk
occupations, or should we try to make them safer? Because motorbike riding is far more
dangerous than driving a car should we ban motor bikes, or require that riders wear crash
helmets? Should we ban prostitution or design policy to ensure that women can sell sex in
relative safety. The greatest irony of demand-side prohibition is that, pursuing abolition is likely
to increase the risks associated with prostitution, not reduce them.

d) Does asymmetrical criminalization violate Charter s.15 (equality)?
MP Smith’s Tipping Point implies that asymmetrical prohibition will not violate s.15 of the
Charter, which guarantees equality rights. Her rationale is not convincing.
Demand-side prohibitionists argue that demand causes prostitution. Consequently, targeting
(male) demand is the best strategy to end (female) prostitution. This argument ignores the way
that supply and demand interact. Just as demand may increase supply, so supply may increase
demand. For example, in one of the first studies of sex purchasers in Canada, when asked what
initially prompted them to purchase sex, 41% of respondents said that it was the availability
20
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and/or visibility of sex workers.22 Because independent sex workers will still be able to advertise
their services, the proposed legislation will do little to change this dynamic. MP Smith’s Tipping
Point argues that:
Many of the women involved in prostitution are controlled by violent pimps and traffickers.
Even those who claim to be in prostitution by choice are often using prostitution as a means
of survival or to maintain an addiction. Canadian legislation should not criminalize these
women.

What about the women who are not trafficked or forced by poverty to sell sex: where do they
figure in this analysis? Women who are not trafficked use their sexual capital to make a living;
survival sex workers do the same. The women who are not trafficked appear to comprise a
substantial majority of sex workers.
The proposed legislation would allow adult sex workers to advertise their own sexual services,
and sell them to anyone responding to the ad. Then, police could charge the man responding to
the advertisement with a criminal offence even though both he and the seller are legally
consenting adults, and even if he had never previously purchased sex. One can imagine a defence
lawyer calling evidence to establish that many sex workers do not see themselves as victims, are
not trafficked, and choose to prostitute, in which case, demand-side prohibition constitutes
institutionalized entrapment of male sex purchasers, a government made honey-trap.

e) Other Charter Violations
In addition to a section 15 challenge, one can anticipate constitutional challenges arguing that:
I.

II.

the proposed prohibition of “Material benefit from sexual services” would prevent an
independent sex worker from hiring bodyguards and drivers, thereby reproducing the
constitutional violation of the former living on the avails law; and
the criminalization of sex workers who work “in a public place, or in any place open to
public view … where persons under the age of 18 can reasonably be expected to be
present” would reproduce the same constitutional infringement that caused the Supreme
Court of Canada to strike down the communicating law (see point b above).

If Bill C36 becomes law, numerous constitutional challenges are likely to arise, and are likely to
be successful given that selling sex will still be legal. Even if the legislature were to criminalize
the sale of sex, the prohibition would violate the sex worker’s right to security of the person.

f) Claims about the effects of legislation in other countries
Tipping Point’s various claims about the effects of prostitution regimes in other countries
deserve a separate ten-page submission, suffice it to say that MP Smith ignores evidence that
22
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does not support her viewpoint. Other well-known champions of demand-side prohibition, such
as UBC Law Professor Benjamin Perrin,23do the same. By way of example, consider Invisible
Chains: Canada’s Underground World of Human Trafficking. Not only did Mr. Perrin cherry
pick his evidence about the effects of different legal regimes, but also he distorted it:
Perrin claimed (p. 215) that a 2005 report24 commissioned by the European Parliament
“found that legalized prostitution generally results in higher levels of violence.” It did
nothing of the sort. Di Nicola et al use the term “abolitionist” to refer to regimes such as
Poland, Spain and France where the law creates a grey zone in which prostitution is legal or
semi-legal but not regulated as a form of work. They use the term “regulationist” to refer to
countries like the Netherlands and Germany where the sale of sex is regulated as “work.”
They concluded, “if one were to express a general rule (whose confirmation should be
backed by the analysis of better data than currently exists) ... it seems that the models of
‘abolitionism’ and ‘new abolitionism’ are those which can develop a slightly higher level of
violence than other models.”25 In “regulationist” regimes – which most commentators refer
to as “legalization” – there appears to be less violence.26

When promoting demand-side prohibition, Benjamin Perrin and Joy Smith cite only the
champions of the Swedish legislation without noting that there has never been a truly
independent and methodologically rigorous evaluation of that legislation. They never cite its
critics or mention evidence suggesting that the Swedish ban on sex purchase exposes sex
workers to greater harm than the legislation that preceded it.27

Conclusion
MP Smith asserts that, “Canada is at a tipping point” – we must try to eradicate prostitution by
adopting demand-side prohibition. I suggest that prohibitionist arguments have reached a
tripping point: they stumble when they reach the hurdle that research findings constitute.
Prohibitionists selectively assemble evidence to suit their political agenda, ignoring anything that
contradicts it. In the process, they ignore, distort or misread key evidence.
Ironically, if implemented, the proposed Protection of Communities and Exploited Persons Act
will help to produce the very conditions its proponents allege are inherent to prostitution.
Ultimately, the people who will suffer most if parliament passes Bill C36 are the ones who
prohibition always victimizes: survival sex workers who cannot find an alternative way to make
a living, and the sex workers who do not want to find an alternative, preferring to take advantage
of their sexual capital rather than working long hours for mediocre wages.
+
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